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THREE VOLVO PENTA
D13 MOTORS PUSHING
1000 HP WITH IPS 3’S

MSRP: Approx

$3.9M U.S.
W

ith over 150 years and counting (1870 – 2020),
Cranchi is one of the premier boat builders in the
world. Stared by Giovanni Cranchi on the shore of Lake
Como Cranchi Yachts has grown into a capital company
that has a dealer network on six continents and in over
fifty countries.
With a vast selection of offerings, the E26 is an
innovative bowrider that can be used as a luxury day
tender or a runabout for wakeboarding. The flagship
is the all-new 78 Settantotto. This modern classic is
more than just beautiful, she is a work of art inspired
by the city of Venice. Italian design and style can be
seen throughout as the decor stands out for its surprising accents: orange leather and lacquers, warmtoned marbles, mirrored glass with amber reflections
and a lively contrast between glossy and matte surfaces. The development of the 78 was in collaboration between Research Studies Center of Cranchi
Yachts and Christian Grande, who was entrusted with
the art direction.
Every square inch of the yacht is designed for social
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gatherings and entertaining. Whether you are on the
bridge, in the main salon, swim platform or bow of the
boat, you will be amazing with the attention to detail
and how everything is well thought out and meticulously designed.
The Settantotto is one of the most technological
yachts currently being built and, on the water, today.
Each area of the yacht is equipped with an entertainment and home automation system to make your experience even more enjoyable and comfortable. The
system can be easily controlled from your smartphone
or the navigational panel.
Powered by three Volvo Penta D13 (1000 HP each)
with IPS3 pods this yacht can cruise comfortably at
23-25mph from one destination to the next with a top
speed around 30-33 mph. With a range around 430
miles, you will not need to worry about stopping for fuel
anytime soon. There are also two generators to provide
power to the entire yacht when away from the dock.
If there is a yacht that you want to fall in love with,
this is the one!

LOA
82’6”
...........................
Beam
76’4”
...........................
Dry Weight
57000 lbs approx.
...........................
Fuel Capacity
1563 US gals
approx.
...........................
Capacity
18 Persons
...........................
Engines
three Volvo
Penta D13
(1000 HP each)
...........................
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